
   
         

 
 
   

         
                

        
  

     
             

     
  

         
 

  

             
 

  

           
   

  

     
       

        
                 

           
            

  

                 
         

  

          
    

  

           
          

        
   

           
     

 

  

     
          

         
       

 

  

     
              

           
     

  

 
  

  

1 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
Surveys like this. Consistently trying to review and improve diversity programs AfAmer/Black Female 
I think the new idea that if people have a diversity event on campus they get money. As well as weekly howl has recently done a good job telling people 
of the different diversity event going on, on campus I think this is a good way for people to find out about them. 

AfAmer/Black Female 

Programs that support diversity and college specific programs AfAmer/Black Female 
I think that there are a lot of programs that that students have access to for help and have a feeling of belonging if they are in minority groups. I also 
think that there are a good amount of advertisement for programs being held by different diversity groups. 

AfAmer/Black Female 

"race" oriented programs like symposiums. They need more advertisement. / Thanks for the diverse language programs. Please don't get rid of these 
courses. 

AfAmer/Black Female 

I believe the actions of NC State in light of the recent events has been excellent and helped to promote diversity and no tolerance for people who are 
not for diversity. 

AfAmer/Black Female 

NC State has several resources available that support the idea of diversity on campus. Those who facilitate workshops around this topic are very 
knowledgeable and provide for a great learning experience. 

AfAmer/Black Female 

Holding different diversity events AfAmer/Black Female 
Forums, programs, events promoting and educating people about things they have never encountered. AfAmer/Black Female 
Programs that promote diversity, educate others on different backgrounds AfAmer/Black Female 
The amount of diverse events around campus is great, it's just the students not putting in all the effort. AfAmer/Black Female 
Some of the campus programs focused on diversity are really helpful, because it is a fun environment. I also have really enjoyed discussions in my 
class for the diversity requirement. It has been an opportunity to learn about the issues, but also what my fellow students think about certain topics. 

AfAmer/Black Female 

Programs and events that highlight the diverse people that attend NC State. Having centers that people who don't necessarily feel like they fit in can go 
to make friends and feel a sense of community. Having information readily available that educate people on diversity sensitivity 

AfAmer/Black Male 

I think the programs and organizations the target minoritites on campus are a great place for people of similar backgrounds to meet and congregate. 
The administrative offices that are supportive of minorities are an essential part of the minorities' expreience here at State. 

AfAmer/Black Male 

The multitude of events and activities are working well. Continue to allow bulletin/pin boards on and around campus AfAmer/Black Male 
I think NC State is provides several multicultural programs and student organizations that foster the goals of creating a diverse campus. AfAmer/Black Male 
State offers different programs on diversity so that is good AfAmer/Black Male 
Student programming Other/Unknown Female 
messages affirming inclusion / open events that facilitate discussion between people who don't know each other / events that bring together the 
campus community to respond to lack of tolerance / coordinated insitutional efforts to include african american community, GLBT community, some 
other identity traits 

Asian Female 

The free t shirts Asian Female 
Various events and student organizations are nice to have. The support of whoever the "big voice" of NCSU is is helpful (in emails and on the website). Asian Female 
Certain individual organizations and groups have done well to promote programs that encourage diversity--for instance, the College of Sciences has put 
a great emphasis on women in science, and their programs (including the Faculty in Action seminar series and the Women in Sciences dinner) have 
been great. 

Asian Female 

All the awareness emails and campaigns and events. Asian Female 
There are lot of events and programs catered to various kinds of people. Also, there are a lot of organizations for people to involve in. I have heard and 
seen a lot of pictures of students from various cultural backgrounds enjoying participating in cultural events and appreciating other cultures. NC State 
(faculty and students), in general, are very receptive to people from other backgrounds. 

Asian Female 
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2 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
There are student les efforts to create events that spread awareness about diversity. There are also very good professors in chasS that have helped 
me understand diversity in a hsitorical perspective. We need to continue tto start discussion about topifs like these 

Asian Female 

Official email correspondence from the university reflects diversity in a very positive light / Several diversity events are held Asian Female 
Clubs, events Asian Female 
I think that Student Organizations here at NC State are doing a good job of addressing the issue of diversity here on campus. However, I think there is 
some improvement to be done in terms of implementing their proposed solutions. This begins with collaboration across organizations so campus wide 
events/programs can be planned to give all of the community here at NC State the opportunity to educate themselves about groups that identify 
differently from them. 

Asian Female 

Different showcases, programs from individual cultural clubs on campus. Asian Female 
I like how there are so many options and events for things. There always seems to be something happening or a group trying to raise awareness. Asian Female 
I think awareness events are good. I like the multicultural events. The diversity week is good too. / Asian Female 
The use of the Free expression tunnel sometimes can be a place that brings us together as a community. Multicultural/diversity events are also have 
been a positive influence on the community as well. 

Asian Female 

Promotion of clubs and events that are run/organized by groups of students from different cultures really gives (well at least for me) awareness of the 
multi-cultural background of campus. And I really appreciate that the 2014-2015 SBP (Mau) and the 2015-2016 SBP (Cyrus) have been bringing up the 
need to be a strong support network for everyone on campus after there is a serious WolfAlert that comes up. 

Asian Female 

programs spreading awareness Asian Female 
They should held more activities to promote diversity on campus and invite student to participate. Asian Female 
I think there are a large number of diversity events held on campus all the time, and I think it's a very good resource for students and non-students to 
better understand more on diversity and support it. Moreover, I regard that if the native students and students who are from different races have more 
opportunities to talk and share each culture and values, it will support the development of diversity in NC State. 

Asian Female 

I love all of the activities and how well the staff (that I interacted with) supports diversity. I think the GLBT center is doing a great job at getting 
themselves out there. I know that the Women's Center is getting up there too. But not as much. I also like how the black fraternities are making more 
of a change/stand on campus too. 

Asian Female 

Various dining hall events (cultural foods), many different student organizations (ethnic, sexual orientation, religious groups). Asian Female 
I think there are a lot of events and opportunities for students to interact with different people from different backgrounds. There are also a lot of 
support systems set up by the university to help with any problems. 

Asian Female 

Reinforcements of emails when an event has happened on campus or to the NC State community that remind us that NC State promotes diversity and 
does not tolerate hate 

Asian Female 

I think that holding the different diverse events around campus is very helpful to opening students up to different views of life. / I also believe that high 
"officials" such as our Student Body President emailing/talking about diversity does have an impact on the climate. 

Asian Male 

How they hold different events and organizatios that support diversity. Asian Male 
Classes and events Asian Male 
I love this school. There are many diversity related clubs and events that are always going on. There are also race specific honor societies and teams 
as well. Everyone on campus is friendly too. 

Asian Male 

All the programs done at nc state are doing well to support diversity on campus Asian Male 
Union Activities Board Asian Male 
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3 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
The events and activities that are held on the NC State campus have one of the bigger impacts in my personal opinion. They help convey the 
importance of diversity and do it in a fun and exhilarating atmosphere. When people have fun and enjoy each other other's company, race, gender, 
sex, culture does not matter. After all, a smile is universally understood between all types of humans. 

Asian Male 

I think NC State's announcement of diversity really helps to support diversity on campus. Also, different events, organizations, and activities that 
were advertised and put through helped to bring everyone together. 

Asian Male 

Supporting groups of all backgrounds and cultures and the activites related to their groups equally. Asian Male 
The various programs offered, but not much information is about the programs are readily heard on Campus. Asian Male 
Events, such as sporting events and Tally events do a great job of supporting everybody and having different-background people come and 
mingle. 

Asian Trans 

I think that the OIED is working well to support diversity as well as the Multicultural Student Affairs. They inform students of multicultural events 
and other diversity events that students can attend to, which are usually free! 

Hispanic/Latino Female 

NC State is offering more opportunities to minority and international students. I think it's great to have a great representation of the global picture 
as far as culture goes. I have heard about multi cultural events taking place, so that's good. 

Hispanic/Latino Female 

Offering lots of multi cultural and diversity events at NC State. These should be required in more classes for students. Hispanic/Latino Female 
Events and workshops held by OIED centers Hispanic/Latino Female 
Groups and organizations specifically aimed towards promoting and advocating towards diversity and doing an excellent job towards supporting 
diversity. They include and promote many events and activities for students to attend, unfortunately, only the people who are aware of these 
groups and organizations hear about these events. I think the groups and organizations who support diversity do an excellent job, but as a whole I 
do not believe that NC State is Doing all it could to support and promote diversity. 

Hispanic/Latino Female 

I love seeing everyone walk around with the diversity shirts. Hispanic/Latino Female 
I choose to believe that NC State is doing what they can to support diversity on campus based on the fact that social programs, clubs, and events 
are actively seeking to inform, and engage the students with their respective groups and events. Many resources such as the University Scholars 
Program, The Minorities Office, and the occasional ethnic food days at the dining halls are great ways that NC State provide a touch of diversity to 
the students. 

Hispanic/Latino Female 

There is absolutely no tolerance of intolerance or racial/gender bullying. This was made clear after the dissociation of the fraternity with the "burn 
book". Also, the diversity clubs and activities are easy to find and clearly advertised as much as everything else. 

Hispanic/Latino Female 

A lot of promotion of events is awesome because it raises awareness. Hispanic/Latino Female 
All the activities NC State does outside of the classrooms encourage diversity. I feel very happy at my school and well supported as a Hispanic 
woman. I could not feel happier to call NC State home. 

Hispanic/Latino Female 

Faculty/staff do a good job of not saying anything that could be racist or perceived to be attacking any race. The emails we get from the student 
body president and the chancellor help show that the university as a whole does not want racism, sexual assault/harassment, or any type of harm 
to their students to occur. The campus police also does a good job of hosting events like "Do You See What I See" in order to give students a 
chance to voice their concerns or opinions. 

Hispanic/Latino Female 

There is definitely a lot of events that are being promoted that deal with diversity on campus, and their being promoted well because I am usually 
of an event almost every week. 

Hispanic/Latino Female 

Campus events hosted by clubs. Especially ones that are in public areas like the Brickyard. There is a higher chance I'll engaged in adiversity 
event that is being openly broadcasted in the Brickyard than attending an event that I received an invitation to. 

Hispanic/Latino Male 

I think all the publicity of it is working as well as the outreach and programs. This is not going to stop people though. Hispanic/Latino Male 
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4 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
NCSU regularly advertises its programs and offices of resources students can turn to should they need help. On the whole, that strengthens the 
memory of those resources. / / PCOM's SNG and M100 program stresses diversity in that college. I can't speak for others. 

Hispanic/Latino Male 

I think that the events that NC State hosts centering around diversity are encouraging people to learn more. Hispanic/Latino Male 
All of the clubs and programs that help support diversity and open culture to whoever is interested. Hispanic/Latino Male 
I think all of the offered events are working well, I almost think some of them should be required for students to attend though. But I think the mere 
diversity of campus initiates friendships and other such interaction between people of all kinds. I also think our generation and the generations to 
come are naturally becoming more and more open-minded. We should take advantage of this. Making sure people are diversified though in 
classes and dorms is a great way to start. 

White Female 

I think it's very interesting when NC State holds events and things for different religions, but it's more interesting to me as a student when there are 
cultural events that invite those of other backgrounds or religions to attend. I feel like it really integrates the population and lightens the differences 
between those of us who hold grudges against other religions and ethnicities. 

White Female 

NC State has many events to raise awareness for diversity and its importance. White Female 
Specifically in the Sport Management program, many classes are about diversity and team work and how to work well with others who may not 
be exactly like you. I think that Sport Management and PRTM do a great job to teaching, providing examples and explaining diversity and giving 
students opportunities to ask questions in an open and safe classroom environment. 

White Female 

Great groups/clubs and festivals/events for diversity. They could do better marketing of these activities, maybe through the use of the Poole 
College of Management students/faculty. I believe that they could do better with providing more support for single/married parents on campus. It 
would be nice to have more people to talk to on a similar level. 

White Female 

I like that there is constantly some event going on that is open to anyone and encourages different people to interact or socialize. Even though I 
don't love working in assigned groups, it can be really beneficial for stepping out of your comfort zone and that is one way that I've made a lot of 
friends from different backgrounds than myself. Mostly I think any event that encourages everyone to come together is a great way to have 
positive interaction with people you ordinarily wouldn't -- from Convocation to forum events that we do in First Year College. 

White Female 

Student groups do a good job of being welcoming to diverse groups of people, faculty/staff are excellent at treating all students with respect and 
hearing their opinions in class. Administrators and community leaders like the chancellor and student body president do an excellent job of making 
it clear that intolerance doesn't have a place at State. Events like the vigil held for the Muslim students from Chapel Hill make me proud to be a 
part of State's community. 

White Female 

events, awareness White Female 
There are a lot of activities throughout the year to promote diversity and bring students together as one Wolfpack. White Female 
Fun, interactive, and informative programs highlighting the history and culture of different countries/groups. White Female 
Plenty of activities and events that emphasize diversity are available for students to attend. White Female 
I was fortunate to interact with my direct supervisor while working on campus whom is a great advocate for diversity and inclusion. My positive 
experiences have helped me recognize that hiring employees that act as student mentors makes a huge difference in a student's perception on 
diversity. Affirmative action items such as the DIVE program offered through Outdoor Adventures promotes a culture of inclusion and open 
communication to educate others. 

White Female 

The events specifically for diversity as well as just the general social events. I think the social events work better because there's no pressure to 
try and be diverse. 

White Female 

Different clubs and associations that aim to support diverse groups, and also events that promote the awareness, although events should be more 
publicized for students. 

White Female 

newsletters, campus activities, campus organizations. diversity day White Female 
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5 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
I think this year I have seen more diverse events advertised on campus. This is creating a better opportunity to educate students about diversity. White Female 
I think the events geared toward certain ethnicities/races are what most students respond positively to. White Female 
The various campus programs and organizations that promote diversity. White Female 
The required diversity class is a great way to get the entire student body on the same page, and hosting multi-cultural events to get everyone involved is 
great. 

White Female 

There are plenty of clubs and organizations and events that promote diversity and embracing diversity. I also think they do a good job of advertising to the 
public when these events are however they still seem uninviting. I haven't attended many events because they seem to not be worth my time or i'm afraid 
it will beawkward. 

White Female 

The events because it doesnt cause any discomfort due to the fun atmosphere White Female 
multicultural events to  promote socialization, awareness, etc White Female 
I don't think much is working. When white people are turned away from events because the event is run by an all black group on campus, it's racism. When 
the entire greek community is put on probation but the ethnic fraternities and sororities and the co-Ed and other feat entities and sororities are not, it 
promotes problems, it doesn't fix them. 

White Female 

I think that the programs currently happening are working well, I just don't believe that diversity is stressed enough. Also, when diversity is stressed its 
usually more about race than any other differences that may arise between students. 

White Female 

Support centers for minority groups, and programs emphasizing the imporance of diversity ! Having staff and faculty with good multicultural competence is 
excellent as well ! 

White Female 

Creating events that teach diversity and expand our horizons. Also including diversity education in the course work is important. White Female 
International clubs / Diversity workshops / Diversity content in class White Female 
All the workshops, activities, & resources available White Female 
The administration is trying to support diversity, and is making an effort to deal with problems after they come up (the Chapel Hill shootings, the PKP book 
and race/gender slurs fiasco). / / My stay in the Scholars Village taught me a lot about people of different races, cultures, and sexual orientations, and the 
Scholars Program as a whole did a fantastic job of approaching diversity-related issues. 

White Female 

I think the ongoing awareness of diversity on campus at NC State is definitely supportive. It's hard to not be aware of how diverse the campus is, especially 
when there are constant programs and activities going on that support diversity. 

White Female 

I think there are a lot of events offered that can enlighten students about diversity. Also, a wide range of people go to nc state and work at nc state that 
allows for more diversity. 

White Female 

Campus wide events that promote diversity talks and education. White Female 
Efforts to improve diverse thinking and interactions on campus via multicultural events that expose students to different cultures. White Female 
"Diversity" is a made up concept that supports racism. I think the best way to support a diverse yet fair campus is to STOP focusing on race. If this school, 
or country, or honestly this world, wants to see an end to racism then we need to stop looking at the color of skin. We need to choose to ignore it because 
if you want it to not matter then you need to stop acting like it does. It shouldn't matter whether I am male or female. It shouldn't matter if I am white, black, 
brown, caramel, rainbow. If this school is to support "Diversity" then it supports focusing on race. On college applications there should be no section for 
me to enter my race. It should all be on my qualifications. Do I have the skills, knowledge and ability to succeed in this program? Yes? Perfect, they are 
accepted. What happens however is... do we have enough of all the different races in this program? no. Okay, let those of different skin color in the 
program in order to make it more "diverse" therefore not letting those more qualified in. / It needs to STOP. 

White Female 

There are a variety of clubs/groups that participate in diversity awareness as well as host diverse events. It is also clear that NC State values diversity due 
to the awareness and resources the university provides on the website and in other social events. 

White Female 
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6 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
We are supporting and promoting our multi-cultural greek organizations. We are providing plenty of events to educate people on race and ethnicity. We have 
lots of classes available about different cultures, countries, and religions for those who want to know more. 

White Female 

Different clubs and events. Foods in dining halls is eclectic and introduces people to new things. White Female 
Each course that I have taken provides a diverse perspective on the topic. Staff and professors do a great job of supporting diversity through assigned readings 
and discussions. I entered NCSU in 2010 and many of the questions on my college application centered around diversity. I had no clue how this would follow 
me throughout my time at NCSU. I have recently earned the Global Perspectives Certificate from NCSU. This is a great way to support diversity on campus as it 
requires you to attend multicultural events. I think if we could get the word out about the GPC, it would provide even more support for diversity! 

White Female 

There are numerous multi-cultural organizations on campus that promote diversity, and NCSU frequently hosts cultural activities. White Female 
supporting those who have been lost (suicide, murder (e.i. our three winners)) and always emailing us wolf alerts about assaults are a good thing. they keep us 
aware and on our toes. having events for black-history month are good (those are really the only ones ive been to). I guess, overall, ncsu is moderately good 
with diversity. 

White Female 

Lots of diversity events are held oncampus. White Female 
campus events to encourage diversity, having global meal days and clubs for diversity White Female 
They do okay. I think they try to blend the crowd as much as possible. It's difficult because as humans we tend to be drawn to people who look/act/think like 
us instead of diving in to a crowd of unknowns. The school could only do so much. It is still lacking on the support and recognition of non-traditional students. 
There isn't much in the way of social activities or getting the mainstream crowds to recognized this growing population. 

White Female 

I think each group, whether that be racial or gender, has opportunities to speak for themselves in clubs, programs, and events. White Female 
events, multiple opportunities for a variety of student org involvement, classreqs White Female 
Hosting all campus events that promote diversity is helpful. It is a casual way to learn about diversity, and it allows for students to learn about diversity in a more 
relaxed environment without it being shoved down their throats. 

White Female 

They provide a large number of events that offer a unique look into multiculturalism and are very accessible and open to everyone. Also, the statement that all 
professors must be fair and accommodating to students with disabilities helps support diversity. 

White Female 

Diversity and multicultural events White Female 
Multicultural programs such as the Tunnel of Oppression or Sexual Assault Awareness Month or Islam Awareness events. However, a lot of these events are 
self-selecting. People who are already supportive of diversity are the ones going, while the ignorant people who choose to discriminate and do not want to 
change ignore the events, or even criticize them. I support these issues being talked about in class and forcing students to think about them, eventually leading 
to understanding and acceptance. 

White Female 

Class discussions and events White Female 
I think what is working well for NC State is having campus wide awareness of the importance of diversity and having activities that allow students to learn more 
about those who are different from one another. 

White Female 

Events like Take Back the Night and multicultural events White Female 
Y'all have several groups and events to support all the diversity White Female 
Plenty of events and constant discussion of diversity through emails White Female 
I think that NC State is truly putting in great efforts into creating events, organizations, and messages to help individuals feel welcomed and comfortable. White Female 
I think that NC State strives to promote diversity, I like the various events such as HOLI that are held. White Female 
I think that incorporating diversity into course work and educational workshops is a great way to support diversity. White Female 
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7 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
I think the fact that NC State is so large helps create a community of diverse individuals, but when I look around, I still see mostly caucasian students. I see very 
few Native American and hispanic students. Seldom do I have black students in my classes. / / I enjoy the ethnicity-specific programs, such as the Pow Wow, 
Sexual orientation events, and women's events. They help educate in an inclusive environment. I particluarly enjoy recieving the Diversity Digest by the OIED. 

White Female 

Overall, I believe that NC State projects a drive to promote diversity. This is seen in the literature that NC State has on its website, in emails to students, etc. 
Applications for admission into NCSU programs also have questions about diversity. I also like that NCSU has offices that stress diversity and equality. Many 
programs, in their own way, promote diversity. 

White Female 

The office of equity, teaching diversity in some classes, and all the events to promote education of different cultures White Female 
I think they present to the campus, but enforcing it and actually seeing at every inch of campus is going to need help. I still see people clump in groups and not 
diversing amongst one another because those events usually only attract those from that group specified. A way to improve it would be to open the event like 
Diversity week where we have representatives from all cultures, genders, and sexualities instead of GLQT event, and African American event and Women In 
Science- more. It should be all Genders in Science- if that makes sense. It allows for more chance to intermingle and learn about other cultures. 

White Female 

I think they have a lot of offices and events that cater to diversity. White Female 
Diversity Programs offered White Female 
The availability of many fun events surrounding diversity allows a relaxed atmosphere for people to experience new cultures. White Female 
NC State is quick to address concerns that threaten diversity if they are single events that capture campus and media attention. The university openly supports 
LGBT concerns and this helps gain acceptance for people with all sexual orientations. Including diversity in the mission statement sends a positive message as 
well. 

White Female 

Multicultural events. White Female 
Campus Multicultural Events / RA/Mentor Training Programs / Classes (Dr.Nacoste) White Female 
I think events like multicultural week work well to get awareness and experience out there for those who are more sheltered with their own ethnicity. I also think 
working a job on campus has really helped me get to know some people I might not have regularly interacted with because we do not have anything else in 
common besides working. I like getting to know people from all backgrounds. I feel well-educated and comfortable on all diverse groups because of my job (at 
university recreation). 

White Female 

I love all the multicultural events. I attend them through the University Scholars Program and the Goodnight Scholars Program. I think there should be more 
programs that encourage students to attend these events ! For example, I am a Christian and I went to an Islam Open Mic Night kind of thing, and I really really 
enjoyed getting to know more about Islam and meet people of another religion ! I wish more people had come to that event, because attendance was mostly 
Muslims and I wish that more people had gotten the chance to go. 

White Female 

Everything! I think we have great diversity programs and I am a fan. White Female 
There's a lot of minority and sexual orientation outreach groups and events. There's diversity among my professors and other students. White Female 
There are many student groups on campus that focus on nurturing the diverse thoughts and ideas of students. I also like how the Union Activities Board has all 
kinds of events that anyone would enjoy. 

White Female 

The frequency of workshops, etc. works well at NC State to support diversity on campus. White Female 
Support groups and events White Female 
All of the diversity focused events do a great job adding enjoyment to diversity education White Female 
I think that NC State does a really good job of promoting diversity through campus-wide events, workshops, and required courses. White Female 
I think there are a lot of good events to provide diversity opportunities, I just don't know how effectively they are working. We are definitely diverse here there is 
no question about that, but it's just the extent of how we all interact. I think it's there, I personally feel comfortable talking to anyone ! But I find by some of the 
racial things in the tunnel or things I hear, that the whole Wolfpack isn't there yet. 

White Female 
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8 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
Honestly, just being friends with/in clubs with/doing class projects together with many kinds of people has done more for me than any university program ever 
has. I don't really have time to go to events (I work a lot), so it's day to day stuff that helps me more than big events. I think ncsu is doing a good job, but since 
I'm white I may not be the best person to answer this question. It's not topic I generally talk about with my (diverse) friends. 

White Female 

They try really hard to support various ethnic groups but in that support I feel as if these groups bond together and separate themselves from other groups on 
campus. People of different religions and cultural backgrounds get cliquey with one another and as an admittedly ignorant white girl I don't feel comfortable 
going to one of their outreach events because I feel like they won't like me or I'll accidentially say something they find inconsiderate. 

White Female 

After an incident occurs, the community/NC State talks about what we should do and how to improve/prevent things from happening again White Female 
many programs and organizations to build community amongst people amond smaller groups. White Female 
I like the different events held to educate on diversity, dif cultures, etc / White Female 
I think that NC State has many great programs to help support diversity on campus (women's center, GLBT, etc.) White Female 
Promoting all the diversity events in the howl emails. The nc state loves diversity shirts are good too. White Female 
I think the atmosphere on campus is very inclusive and students are provided with a strong network for support. I think the resources on campus are great and 
various organizations and activities that are held on campus allow students to come together while supporting common ideas and goals. 

White Female 

Various centers that sponsor events and ongoing awareness. Variety of speakers that address current events and ongoing issues. Good 
communication/reinforcement of diversity and atmosphere of respect from faculty andstaff. 

White Female 

Diversity programming, student organizations, scholarships, etc White Female 
There are many events that NC State offers for students to meet students of other races. White Female 
I think multicultural events, recognition, etc. is working well. There are also many outlets available to students to discuss issues and needs. White Female 
I think they have many programs available to students that encouragediversity. White Female 
NC State is extremely accommodating and welcoming to diverse students, faculty members, et cetera. The current programs, clubs, events, and organizations 
on campus perform superbly. 

White Female 

Offering diverse clubs, activities, social events, etc. White Female 
The Brickyard presentations on new ideas and opinions, even controversial ones. The multicultural events that are held on campus. White Female 
Staff and most students are supportive of diversity around campus. There are a lot of multicultural events on campus that are inviting to all ethnic groups. When 
the shooting at chapel hill occurred, NC State did a great job coming together and preparing a memorial service for the Islamic students that passed away. 

White Female 

Many diversity events White Female 
i think individual organizations (CNR Ambassadors and EL Program) focusing on diversity helps. GBLCTA helps. White Female 
There are lots of organizations and activities that support diversity on campus. White Female 
To support diversity on campus, I think NC State does a wonderful job at holding multicultural events, providing a wide variety of class subjects and majors, 
addressing problems of racism and sexism through student conduct, maintaining the foreign language and liberal arts programs and keeping the campus 
connected on events through emails and Wolfalerts to notify students of current issues and dangers. / I see these strategies working to promote diversity at 
State and encourage NC State to continue them. 

White Female 

Everyone on campus has the opportunity  to express themselves and have events for their cultures. White Female 
High number of support organizations like the Women's Center, Disability Services, LGBT Center, etc., as well as professional organizations like SWE, WISE, 
NSBE, SHPE, the list goes on. Students have many opportunities to learn about diversity and get involved to help plan diversity activities. 

White Female 

I believe that requiring diversity courses is great, especially the one that I took. I also believe that the campus has really pulled together to unify after recent 
tragic events. 

White Female 

Plenty of events held; faculty/staff is well-involved White Female 
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9 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
I think the different programs and as stupid as it may sound, the t-shirts. People see it more and more places! White Female 
Campus events and programs that teach about different backgrounds and holidays, incorporation of diversity in the classroom White Female 
There are lots of events to support it. We are a diverse campus. Everyone likes to participate in fun events, and a lot of the events are fun White Female 
I thin that the diversity event requirement in the 100 level entry-class (ex. M100) is a great idea. I live off campus though and have not had a chance to 
participate in anything, so I cannot say whether it is working or not. 

White Female 

Diverse student population, plethora of multicultural events open to all students. White Female 
The campus-wide programs mean well, at least, and are well-advertised. The DSO is pretty helpful. White Female 
Student events White Female 
NC State has a lot of diversity events, which makes it easier to get involved in diversity issues. It also makes it a lot more comfortable to get involved, 
since some students may prefer a talk vs. a festival and can now choose due to having so many options. 

White Female 

I feel like there are plenty of programs to support diversity and NC State is great about shutting down intolerance on campus, especially in light of the 
recent string of fraternity scandals. 

White Female 

Organizations, speakers, class requirements White Female 
Groups and events White Female 
There are lots of opportunities@ for students to get involved in diversity-focused meetings, events, etc. White Female 
Office for Institutional Equity and Diversity programs White Female 
There are many events and organizations that promote diversity at NC State. If you want information or want o become involved, the resources are 
available to you. I do think that students who are already interested in becoming aware of diversity have plenty of opportunities to do so. 

White Female 

Independent Student Groups, Events that feature diverse groups White Female 
I think we have a lot of great programs and administrators on campus, but we do not have a student body that cares or is willing to educate themselves 
on a lot of issues. 

White Female 

I think overall, the environment at NC State allows people of diverse backgrounds to interact in a positive way. I think this is mainly due to the overall 
atmosphere at State rather than the work of programs or courses. However, I believe that courses and programs do allow a small proportion of the 
students to develop a better understanding of diversity. 

White Female 

NC State's administrators do a good job of making it clear, verbally, that diversity is a priority on campus. There are also plenty of events and student 
groups that celebrate and educate about diversity. 

White Female 

I think that the diversity activities that are provided for students to attend help to promote diversity and encourage diverse groups of people to come 
together. However, the most effective support of diversity I have experienced at NC State has been through taking classes about people groups who are 
different from me and learning from not only the professor but from students in those classes. / I feel that my religious studies major, through professors 
and classes, has offered the most meaningful experiences for me in terms of learning about and supporting diversity. 

White Female 

promoting diversity programs such as mentoring and going to diversity workshops. White Female 
I think the various out reach programs are working well to encourage diversity on campus. I do feel however that most people tend to stick with those 
they closely identify with for comfort. 

White Female 

CSLEPS programs White Female 
They have programs avaible for students to connect and try to make all feel welcome White Female 
nc state has a lot of opportunities for organizations and events that have a diverse population in attendance. ive really enjoyed the international friendship 
program. i think the other programs that i have heard of like the outdoor activities group outings etc seem pretty great 

White Female 
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10 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
I think all of the different events that are held on campus to encourage and promote diversity allow students to learn about other cultures and 
meet new people. 

White Female 

Programs offering other of different cultures and backgrounds the opportunity to join in activities. White Female 
Campus initiated activities White Female 
NC State has wonderful programs and support for these programs that promote diversity White Female 
I believe that so far, most of your programs (LGBT, Multicultural, women's center, etc) are working very well when it comes to diversity. White Female 
I think the Diversity Week program and Diversity Outreach with the Executive Student Body Cabinet is an effective way of engaging students in 
fun diversity-related activities. 

White Female 

I think that having events which promote diversity are helping. I think that there should be a way for every student to be exposed to diversity 
and I think that each student should know that it is not okay to treat others differently based on the race, gender, religion, sexual orientation, 
etc. I see too many students everyday be offensive to others different from them. 

White Female 

I think the different clubs and events help promote peoples difference and it help people gain more knowledge so they can make better 
decisions. I think this helps limit the amount of harassment done. 

White Female 

I think NC State is doing a good job offering multi-cultural student organizations and events. White Female 
Clubs, organizations, and events that promote multicultural awareness and diversity White Female 
Campus-wide events, food cultural events, Global Village / White Female 
Educational lessons on privilege and discrimination within classes. Also, events that are centered around minority culture, but include 
everybody. 

White Female 

I think the diversity events are abundant here and that is great. The student body itself is very diverse so just by going to class you get to 
interact with people different from you and that's great! 

White Female 

All of the activities and events that support diversity. Our professors and classes that also support diversity. White Female 
The events that promote diversity. White Female 
Diversity events/programs and classes that discuss diversity. White Female 
I think the awareness and events are helpful. I would try to promote it so it is more appealing for others to stop by the event. White Female 
There are many camp organizations that focus on diversity, and these get the word out well and have regularly scheduled events. White Female 
I think that there are plenty of events and classes that foster or inform people about diversity. I think that there are pockets of students who 
chose not to interact with people of other backgrounds nor take any class that help them learn about other diversity. I believe a general 
diversity and ethics class should be created and required of all students, which discusses sexual rights, religions rights, different backgrounds, 
what is legal and what is illegal in the US, NC, and on campus. Following the taking of this class, I also think that the school should have a 
ZERO TOLERANCE/expulsion for any students/organizations who discriminate against anyone in any way. Those who make racist, sexist 
jokes, those who sexually harass or assault, and those who behave in a violent manner towards others should be immediately expelled. I am 
very proud of the recent suspension of the fraternity whose book was found in a restaurant recently. I believe that by setting examples like that 
is paramount; where women/people of different ethnicities or religions/people of different sexual orientation and gender identification know for 
a fact that those who could cause them harm are no longer on campus or no longer organizing with like-minded people, the environment feels 
much safer and it can truly foster greater diversity. 

White Female 

NC State as a whole does a great job of promoting cultural awareness through clubs/organizations and events. White Male 
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11 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
The only thing that supports true diversity is attracting students of all kinds here. The Big Brother "diversity" programs assert that having a 
different skin color or sexual preference somehow makes a person more valuable. It is not based on personal merit, not on academic 
achievement, but solely on demographic factors. This breeds a contempt for white heterosexual males like myself. I enjoy interacting with 
people of all creeds and races (when I am not shunned,) but I don't give a damn about anything other than whether they are personable or not. 
If the university is populated 100% by whites, blacks, Arabs etc. does not make a single difference to me. Whatever best produces productive 
members of society is what I am for, not "diversity." 

White Male 

All programs work well White Male 
I enjoy seeing all of the diversity events, but I dont think its necessary to keep shoving the idea of diversity down everyone's throat. We are 
more or less forced to interact with a diverse student body in each of our classes. I already speak to students of diverse 
backgrounds/races/beliefs without being told to. 

White Male 

The events being offered to increase diversity White Male 
The different events held by SG as well as the campus itself. In addition, new initiatives and open communication. White Male 
NC State makes a noticeable effort to be a diverse campus and it shows. They host a lot of events and have information readily available. 
They also have good resources for people if they need them. 

White Male 

Multicultural activities White Male 
I'm enrolled in the physics program. I particularly appreciate how many of my professors are women. I also like that many of the professors 
I've had are foreign, but this doesn't work as well in giant lecture halls. The smaller PY 252 class I took with Dr. Mehta was great because 
she's great. Also, if I had   trouble understanding anything she said (sometimes accents get in the way), I felt comfortable asking her after 
class because the class was small enough that she knew who I was. The COURSE that I took with NAME, on the other hand, was terrible. 
He'd spend three or four hours a week lecturing to an auditorium with literally hundreds    of people in it, through a terrible microphone, and I 
had no idea what he was saying. It was really bad; his handwriting was illegible, and the class was too large for me to ask for clarification. 
I'd have to shout 'WHAT'S THAT EXPONENT SUPPOSED TO BE???' across a giant auditorium, and that's not something I want to stop 
class for.   Anyway, I guess what I'm getting at is: Diverse professors: a really important, good thing ! Giving professors with thicker accents 
giant classes that they have to teach with microphones: a stupid plan 

White Male 

Multicultural events White Male 
There are a huge number of events that go on at NC State that are directed toward promoting diversity. The administration is also visibly 
supportive. 

White Male 

All the student activities. White Male 
I think NCSU has done a great job of supporting diversity through the development of programs for students who are considered monorities White Male 
All the programs and events that are puton. White Male 
I do not understand why diversity needs to be encouraged so much. When I see programs trying to draw women into engineering I, as a 
male, feel as if they would rather have a woman in my place and it make me feel very uncomfortable and unwelcome in the engineering 
program that I have dreamed of being accepted into since I was five years old and worked my whole life to achieve it. The same goes for 
diversity event; my friends that are minorities have events they can attend before move in day where they can meet other people of the same 
minority. When I hear of things like this I wonder why I was not invited to NC State to hear a motivational speaker talk before moving into a 
scary new environment. Is it because a majority of people that go to this school are the same race as me? Because if that is the case, it isn't 
like just having that one thing in common makes us friends or more likely to have something in common. I just feel more excluded when I hear 
of events that people get invited to just because of their skin color and it makes the campus feel divided. 

White Male 
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12 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
I think the programs implemented across campus have helped, but to be honest, the one thing that has helped me the most in changing my 
attitudes and behaviors with diversity were making friends who came from very different backgrounds than I did. Being in organizations such 
as Student Senate, have allowed me to meet a very diverse group of people at N.C. State and have made a significant in my life and how I 
treat others in regards to diversity. I think if we can give students more and more opportunities to engage students from a vast array of 
different backgrounds, we will only increase the support of diversity on our campus.  / / 

White Male 

The resident hall parties/events White Male 
I believe NCSU is making multicultural organizations easily accessible and supporting their events. I like that all of the information is available to 
all students. 

White Male 

I don't necessarily think that NC State needs to go out of its way to support diversity outside of simply providing opportunities for students 
and/or faculty to create organizations and host events for whatever they care about. I think its more-so having the open mind-set to allow and 
host people who are from a diverse background, not necessarily putting forth policies to make diversity happen. For the size of school NC 
State has and will continue to be, diversity just happens, and its the job of the University to simply allow it to happen and protect against 
discrimination. 

White Male 

I think Diversity days including the t-shirts are cool. The university's response to the killings of "Our Three Winners" was also very 
commendable. / / This survey was wayy too long 

White Male 

Social events around campus White Male 
I think the events in the Brickyard are very good at informing students about diversity. White Male 
all the different programs that are offered. their is quite literally something for everyone White Male 
The programs on campus that inform students that diversity is a major part of NC State and that we should be aware of diversity. White Male 
I think that the majority of the programs at NC State do very well in supporting diversity on campus. White Male 
Widespread events promoting diversity White Male 
Activities not focussed solely on diversity. White Male 
Holding diversity oriented events to teach people about a different culture White Male 
All the events. White Male 
I think the choices for fulfilling university GEP requirements along with the events provided by NCSU and on-campus organizations serve well in 
promoting diversity. 

White Male 

Plenty of events happening, NC State is supportive of each diverse group to get them the attention and their word out about their events, NC 
State is putting diversity first and it is being recognized among students 

White Male 

We talk about diversity a lot in class and we are encouraged to go out to different events to experience diverse cultures. I feel comfortable 
talking to anyone in my class no matter the gender/race and I feel that NC State often pushes us to interact with each other in a good way. 

White Male 

- Quick response from administrators to incidents against diversity / - Campus events sponsored by diverse campus organizations / - Diverse 
population 

White Male 

I think the diversity programs are good at bringing people of the same demographic together that otherwise would not know each other but 
between demographics there could be more interaction. 

White Male 

Campus activities, service projects, classroom environment. White Male 
I feel that the Diversity classes that are part of every major's curriculum are needed and an important piece of recievi g a "well rounded" 
education. The workshops, student organizations and faculty do a good job at gaining awareness and education on all fronts. 

White Male 

Activities and events.  No-tolerance policy White Male 
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13 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
The programs are good but often times it seems like so much emphasis is placed on diversity that the best students aren't always 
accepted. In my experience, some smarter white students with better grades are denied while black students with worse grades are 
accepted. 

White Male 

Lots of readily available information and events to inform the students on campus about diversity. Diversity comes in many forms and 
NC State does a good job informing its students of the importance of diversity and how to make others feel welcome. 

White Male 

Events that ask students to come together and information that brings people closer and informs them on things they may not have 
been exposed to before. 

White Male 

The clubs, events, constant reminders through courses and emails from NCSU staff help to remind you to strive to promote ethnicity. 
Many professors as well are very good at promoting various viewpoints. 

White Male 

NC State is taking initiatives to ensure students, faculty, and staff of all races and ethnicities feel comfortable in nearly every 
situation. Action is always taken when an event could potentially negatively effect the NC State Community. The university puts 
ample effort into creating an honest and open environment for all. 

White Male 

The number of multicultural groups and activities promoted on campus clearly support diversity at NC State. Having a large 
international community supports diversity as well. 

White Male 

NC State is doing a lot to further it's diversity. There are many activities and campus communities dedicated to the university's 
diversity goals. I do belive they are having some positives impacts in the realms of awareness: some people are learning things they 
didn't know before. However, I do not see this knowledge changing much about the way people already feel. In few cases, yes, 
awareness is leading to more inclusion. But in most cases, this abundance of information is just being poured out on people who are 
already aware and doing everything they can for diversity. I'm starting to believe that the university is being wasteful by putting so 
much effort into trying to make people who are already aware and supportive of diversity even more aware. When I see the amount 
of resources being used to further this goal even further, I question whether they could be better used in the realm of education. I'm 
also beginning to question whether standards in the quality of students being admitted are being lowered to reach the desired level of 
diversity. Students at our university should be selected on academic achievement alone. They should not being given more of a 
chance because they were born into a certain group of people or with certain qualities. Resources should go into helping us improve 
our acedemic levels and not our diversity levels. If those coincide, then great ! I believe at one point academia and diversity did 
correlate together in improvement. We opened our minds and began including people who in the past may have been overlooked. 
However, I now think that the two have become seperate and if we keep investing in furthering diversity any more we're going to see 
some negative impacts in the quality of our education. It's quite possible that this situation is like a bell curve. We're about to hit our 
peak. Now let's be proud of what we've accomplished and refocus on our core purpose before we start to go down and lose all the 
effort we've put in. Don't forsake diversity altogether ! It truly is a beautiful thing. Contiue making it a priortiy, as it should be, but 
readjust some resources and redirect our core focus back to superior education, because that is what if sould be. People join the 
Wolfpack to recieive the best education possible, an education they value while being valued by their peers. 

White Male 

NC State does more than enough. Sometimes you can offer people all the assistance in the world and they will resist. You can offer 
all sorts of services and programs but at the end of the day it's up to the individual. 

White Male 

Just let everyone work together in classes, student organizations, athletics, and other extracurricular activities. I have learned more 
about other types of people from being in class with them then anything else. NC State tries to force diversity on everyone and that is 
not the correct way to go about things. I took an US Diversity class and it was AWFUL, literally one of the worse classes ever. 
Although the instructor was polite she seemed to just talk about how bad white people treat other races, which really just left a bad 
taste in my mouth about diversity as a whole. I LOVE NC State, but it needs to stop trying to force diversity on everyone and focus 
on being the best academically that it can be. 

White Male 

Plenty of well-publicized events and counseling centers White Male 
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14 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
There appears to be no shortage of activities or communivation when it comes to diversity events. However, most students that are 
pursuing difficult degrees do not hve the spare time to participate in these activities. I have to spend all my time on my academics, 
because I am pursuing an engineering degree. This pursuit barely leaves time for me to attend Mass on Sunday. 

White Male 

Hosting events that focus on diversity. Spreading the word. White Male 
I think NC State does a great job at promoting diversity and open-mindedness on campus. There are many programs to participate in 
that promote diversity, as well as many ways that diversity is worked into the courses taught. Information is also easily attainable. 

White Male 

Making students aware of the programs available for assistance and general knowledge is the best thing that NC State does for us. 
Continuing to expose students to the availability of programs and offices is the most effective way to help students. 

White Male 

Campus-wide events. Although I've yet to attend one, I believe that is a great way to promote a welcoming atmosphere that treats 
each individual with equality. 

White Male 

I do like the policies in place, but I think there needs to be more of an incentive for students to take part in diverse events. White Male 
NC State is doing a fine job of promoting diversity. I think the best way for students to understand that diversity is important, isn't just 
advertising it, is actually seeing it. We see people that are different from us every single day, I usually think that I'm proud to go to 
NC State where we promote our differences. My suggestion: Put forth a program that cuts down on the stereotypical/crude jokes. A 
campaign to sign up saying we'd never use inappropriate slurs and respect the pack. Something along those lines that would start 
with some students and peer pressure others into stop using stereotypical sayings. We had something similar at our high school and 
it worked prettywell. 

White Male 

I think all of the social events that are thrown together by various student organizations encourage a lot of people (of all types) to 
come and meet eachother. 

White Male 

I think that the effort is working well, but due to the type of people that come to state racial tensions will be an issue no matter how 
many pointless activities or workshops you organize for some time to come. 

White Male 

University programs at orientation White Male 
I think that there are excellent centers and programs dedicated to increasing awareness and respect for diversity issues at NC State. 
In my personal experience with diversity, I think the main problem is that students are simply coming in with very little knowledge 
about diversity and some unhelpful preconceptions that render the efforts of the university to foster inclusion and respect less 
effective. Still, even thought the "fault" may not lie with the university, I firmly believe the "responsibility" does. One absolutely 
ubiquitous problem in my Physics classes is use of the word "gay" as a synonym for "bad". Also, there is a plurality of sexist 
comments (meant as good natured jokes with the female minority, but often resented by these women). The university needs to 
discuss with staff and faculty that these transgression are violations of the student code of conduct on equal footing with academic 
misconduct. While cheating is explicitly discouraged by professors and addressed immediately if noticed in the classroom, these 
interpersonal transgressions are not. I think faculty and staff need greater encouragement to intervene in these situations, and even 
to send students to Student Conduct. The students who are causing the problems I see are anchored in their ignorance and 
resentful of efforts to change their mind. I am convinced that they will only respond to punitive measures taken against them or at 
least noted as a potential consequence of their actions. 

White Male 

Plenty of events to raise awareness. White Male 
All of the different events White Male 
A positive attitude toward student organizations and events focusing on raising awareness of certain cultural groups, or fighting for 
equality among different cultural groups. 

White Male 

The programs available to students and faculty allow for diversity education and improved appreciation. White Male 
Many multicultural events. White Male 
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15 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
On campus, NC State does a sufficient job of supporting diversity through multicultural organizations and events, offering assistance 
through various support offices, and spreading diversity awareness through material taught in course lectures. 

White Male 

The coursework that addresses diversity generally does a good job of informing and educating students both about issues related to 
various identities and about how they can be more inclusive. As a student with degrees in different colleges, I've noticed that some 
are decidedly better about this - CHASS, for example, includes this as an element of nearly all courses, and students in the college 
seem to deal with diversity better as a whole. / / NC State does a good job of supporting diversity through policy and administrative 
leadership, and I've seen first hand how the administration and most of the faculty work hard to support students of all different 
backgrounds, identities, and ways of life. The university's willingness to react when necessary has been very reassuring. / / There 
seems to have been an increase in diversity related programming on campus, which I would say is very positive, although not all of 
that programming is of the highest quality. 

White Male 

I think that the multicultural events/workshops/etc work well at introducing students to the diverse population. White Male 
The many different events and activities around campus that have to do with diversity and different cultural events even though I have 
not been to any myself. There always seems to be something going on somewhere. 

White Male 

All of the awareness events are beneficial to make students aware of what is going on in the world. White Male 
Hosting events/clubs/groups that welcome all races and religious backgrounds. It is nice to have groups dedicated to minority 
"hobbies/discussion" but I feel that is part of the cause of predigest views. The events including a variety of cultures or ethnicity have 
given me the most opportunity to talk to and learn from/about a person from different background than myself. 

White Male 

The Women's Center and OIED both do a lot to support diversity on campus. I am involved with the Chancellors' First-Year Student 
Leadership Program and we thoroughly support the diversity on campus. The conversations regarding diversity and very frequent 
and very influential for my views on it. 

White Male 

Good programs White Trans 
Multicultural oriented events White Trans 
I think having the centers for specific needs (like the women's center and the african america center) is good. Also events like the 
tunnel of oppression could be eye opening for a lot of students. I think an student body president that is active in diversity issues is 
what impressed me most this post year. Rusty Mau supporting protesters and speaking out against racism was a big step that made 
me proud of my school and it made a lot of people feel like our school supports them. 

White Trans 
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16 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
The majority of students make it through their courses with little to no exposure to true diversity, diversity education, and general 
education regarding interacting with different kinds of people. The diversity courses are an absolute joke. I took a russian cinema 
course with a racist/sexist man teaching it and learned nothing about diversity. Most students are racist and bigoted and are never 
challenged to learn or think differently. I have heard numerous hateful things from students and I am confident NCSU does not do a 
good job teaching diversity. Most people who need diversity education will do everything to circumvent it. The only people 
benefitting from diversity education at state are those who are already diverse and/or open minded. I believe all students should 
have to take an ACTUAL diversity education course, if not multiple. Courses should focus on gender,    orientation, race, 
socio-economic status and teach students that they should hate people who are different from them. Diversity needs to be 
celebrated. I learned nothing about diversity and identity from NCSU, I have learned everything by actively seeking out resources 
online and off campus. I am disgusted that students who have made it to senior year still snicker at the idea of someone being 
trans. I know a student who almost beat up a guy just for complimenting him ! State is doing nothing to combat hate, WHICH IS 
SEEN CLEARLY AMONGST OUR GREEK LIFE WHO ACTIVELY ENGAGE IN  EXCLUSIONARY AND HATEFUL BEHAVIOR ! I 
think greek life at NCSU should be completely dissolved and maybe those spending $3000 a year on nothing can donate it instead. 
Greek life has done nothing but hurt this school and hurt it's students. I am ashamed to be a student at this school and have only 
stayed because I have no other options do to finances. The diversity programs here need to be developed by actually diverse 
people. If I have to hear another straight,   white, rich, male tell me something about diversity I will scream. 

White Trans 

Lots of programs and organizations White Trans 
I really appreciate the actions taken by NCSU administration in the case of the fraternity 'little green book.' I also appreciate the 
speedy Wolf Alerts letting us know about sexual violence on campus. The multi-cultural events are great and well rounded. 

White Trans 

I am not too sure, because whenever I go to a diversity event, I notice the main population there is that of the event's 
background/ethnicity/race. So, maybe there could be more inclusion of other races/backgrounds and so on. 

White Trans 

I'm not really sure of the answer to this question since I am not in tune with NCSU diversity events and organizations. White Trans 
Support of student organizations. Diversity events. White Trans 
I appreciate the email invitations to diversity events even though I personally cannot attend. Knowing that there are such events 
makes me hopeful about continued unity for my biracial siblings and their college experience. 

Mult race Female 

In my two years at State, there has been more advocacy for diversity and more diverse campus organizations getting their name out 
there and having events relevant to what they represent. This kind of exposure to the rest of the student body whether it be in the 
brickyard, wolf plaza or Talley, is great and really important because I believe State has a lot of diversity that goes unnoticed. 

Mult race Female 

All the programs. Mult race Female 
Having the multicultural centers, African American center and all of the other minority centers. Spreading awareness through events, 
clubs, programs, and even in the classroom. Also, the Global Village is actually where I live, and they do plenty of programs and 
activities that embraces diversity. 

Mult race Female 

The diversity events are fun and informative Mult race Female 
I think there are a lot of programs and places that help support diversity but it sometimes feels like it's hard to access them Mult race Female 
Activities, clubs, and organizations available Mult race Female 
The school wide activities such as packopolozza and other traditions are very inclusive and are a great way to integrate the student 
body in a natural setting rather than having an awkward meeting where you meet people in a controlled setting because you feel like 
you haveto 

Mult race Female 

Diversity week. Should be diversity month. Or all the time. Once a week? Mult race Female 
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17 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Events and Programs) 

h1 Race Gender 
I think it's good to include everyone but it is just as important to celebrate what makes us individuals. / No one should be shunned 
because of their faith or lack of it. / We can all respectfully disagree without resorting to violence. / I think the events and programs 
are great. 

Mult race Female 

Recently, I think there has been a larger push to have a more inclusive environment at NC State in support of diversity from the 
administrative and student level. I have seen and attended a lot more programming aimed and informing and educating others about 
other cultures and respecting them. 

Mult race Female 

I think the different events promoting positive growth and diversity on campus are great at introducing students and giving us 
exposure. 

Mult race Female 

I think having events that support different cultures is good but maybe there should be more like on a regular basis or something else 
that promotes more of it. 

Mult race Male 

What is working well is the faculty's respect for diversity. I am an engineer and when I walk into class there is usually only one other 
person who looks like me in the room. However, being a minority I am in MEP and that department does a wonderful job living it's 
mission because of the staff and administration. Dr. Jerome Lavelle and Angelitha Daniels and devoted to increasing the number of 
multicultural students in engineering and retaining those students until their graduation. More departments on campus must take the 
same approach and involvement as the engineering one does to make a difference in the academic side of things. Another thing that 
is working well is the accessibility to multicultural programming by housing staff. The majority of students live in a residence hall upon 
entering NC State, so that can play a key role in the climate and environment that one perceives NC State of having. Also, the on 
campus organizations that are bigger like IRC, UAB, CSLEPS, etc do a good job of putting on multicultural programs. 

Mult race Male 

The promotion of diverse groups and programs like African American, Native American and Hispanic American cultural months as 
well as LGBT events. 

Mult race Male 

NC State has many resources available, such as diversity programs (WISE, etc.) in addition to extracurricular student-run clubs on 
campus that allow students to participate in and learn about diversity, should they choose to do so. 

Mult race Male 

The multiple diversity programs. Mult race Male 
I think that NC State does a good job of trying to put on diversity events and requiring students to fulfill diversity requirements before 
graduating. NC State, because it's in a small Southern state, tends to have a lot of white, small town types who don't know much 
about diversity and people who think different. College is where you learn the most about what you want to do and the people around 
you that you have to live with on planet Earth. NC State does a good job of living up to that. 

Mult race Male 

The support of what happened this semester for the Muslim students Was awesome. Do that for students of all religions. We also 
need to do more to provide information about homicide /suicide prevention for women, men, all races 

Mult race Male 

University Housing does a great job of supporting diversity. Other campus programs such as Schools and other villages do as well. 
Diversity groups such as the Women's Center, etc also have great programs to support students. Student organizations such as 
SAGE also support diversity on campus. I think these programs however are not accessible to students living off campus. 

Other/Unknown Female 

I think that NCSU has a great program of getting the message out that the university supports diversity. The problem lies in the 
execution; I find that the importance of diversity is not implemented. 

Other/Unknown Female 
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